2016 Ski Trail Mapping System
After many hours of discussion and investigating maps at other ski venues, we have developed a trail
signage and mapping system which we hope will make the FKOC trails easier to navigate.
Here’s how it works:
Each trail has been given a number in addition to its current name and assigned a level of difficulty. The
trails have also been grouped by location. A green circle is Novice (easy), a blue square is Intermediate
and a black diamond is Expert. Our trail list is below:
Lodge Trails
1 Waska Loop
2 Can Am
3 Piste du Voyageur
6 Volunteer Way
7 Grand Outlook

Green Bean Trails
4 Saenger’s Challenge
5 Green Bean Trail

Violette Settlement Trails
8 Violette Settlement Trail
9 Mickey’s Way
10 Piste Acadienne
11 Spike’s Loop

The number for each trail has been placed on the existing trail sign and also periodically along the trail,
in the direction of travel.
Maps
We are trying something new with our maps… Since our trails reach north and also west, it is difficult to
fit all of them on one sheet of paper. We will have one large map at each kiosk and in the lodge showing
all the trails together. We have also created smaller “section” maps, which are easier to read and show
more useful detail. The smaller maps are available in the lodge and in the appropriate trailhead kiosks.
We have three section maps:
Map A shows the Lodge Trails

Map B –Violette Settlement Trails Map C—Green Bean Trails

Map Features:






The trails are shown with their number and name in the color of difficulty;
Arrows indicate the correct direction of travel;
Trail and segment distances (in kilometers) are show in white “bubbles” along each trail;
Green Bean Name signs are shown as points of reference;
Snowshoe trails are shown with dashed lines.
Section maps with red dots showing, “You Are Here” are posted at most of the trail intersections.

Notes:
The Green Bean trails have not been completely “signed” yet, but we will get to them soon;
This project is still a work-in-progress, so please be patient;
Our maps can also be downloaded from our website: fortkentoc.org
Contact us if you have any suggestions—but we are NOT installing Emergency Call Boxes!! Ha ha ha!
No trail system is perfect and no map is ever perfect, but this is our best attempt!

